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A method for calculating the effect of viscosity on low-density flow
through a nozzle is described, and details of a computer program for
applying the method are presented. The analysis is based on the slender-
channel equations, with slip boundary conditions at the walls. The solution
is started upstream of the throat, using asymptotic results for slow viscous
flow in a converging cone. An implicit finite-difference scheme is then
used to calculate the pressure, and profiles of velocity and enthalpy at suc-
cessive stations along the channel.
The cases presented show the effects of the nozzle geometry, the
Reynolds number, and the thermal condition of the nozzle wall. The results
show that specific impulse is improved by a throat whose longitudinal radius
of curvature is small, and that exit-area ratios as low as ten can be used
without serious loss of performance.
It is shown that, at sufficiently low Reynolds numbers and low exit-
cone angles, there is no solution of the slender-channel equations in which
the flow can expand to supersonic conditions. Instead, the boundary layer
closes, and the solution resembles a viscous subsonic pipe flow. The
implications of this finding on the upstream influence of the exit-plane con-
ditions and on the limits of validity of the slender-channel equations are
discussed.
Readers desiring to make calculations can proceed directly to
Appendix A, which is a. user's manual for the computer program. This
program has been deposited at the COSMIC Computer Center, University
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rocket engines that are used for satellite attitude control are
often required to produce a thrust less than one pound force, extending in
some instances to values as low as 10 Ibf. Such low values of the thrust
dictate the use of low reservoir pressures and small nozzle scale; the
result is that the flow takes place at very low Reynolds numbers, where
viscous effects are felt all across the nozzle cross-section. Thus, it is not
possible to calculate the performance of these devices by the usual inviscid,
one-dimensional flow approximation, with a small correction due to a thin
boundary layer.
The studies described in this report have led to a method of predict-
ing nozzle performance in most of the Reynolds number range appropriate
to microthrust rockets. These predictions show good agreement with
experiment. The method is a numerical one, and a relatively simple com-
puter program has been developed for applying the method. The only inputs
required for a calculation are the reservoir conditions, the nozzle geometry,
the gas properties (such as the specific-heat ratio), and (if heat transfer is
allowed) the distribution of wall temperature. The program determines the
mass flow, and then prints the pressure, thrust coefficient, and profiles of
velocity, density, and static enthalpy at selected stations along the nozzle.
A search of the literature was made at the beginning of this pro-
gram. The major results of that search are presented in Section 2. It was
decided, on the basis of this search, that the theoretical approach which
offered the greatest potential was a numerical solution of the slender-
channel equations with slip boundary conditions. These equations are
derived in Section 3, and a few details of the finite-difference method are
given in Section 4. Prior to the present study, no one had demonstrated .a
routine numerical method of solving these equations for arbitrary nozzle
geometry and reservoir conditions. The key to the successful development
done in this study was to apply, to internal flows, certain advances that
have been made in recent years in the calculation of viscous axisymmetric
wakes. In particular, use has been made of implicit finite differences, and
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inversion of the large matrices which these differences lead to has been
done by taking advantage of the tridiagonal nature of these matrices. Per-
haps most important of all, the existence of a singular point in the slender-
channel equations has been recognized by analogy with the wake problem,
and analogous means of passing smoothly through the singularity have been
developed.
The approximation inherent in the slender-channel equations is
essentially the same as that made when one assumes that the flow has a
thick boundary layer, with an inviscid core. The mathematical approach
commonly used in this approximation is to solve by an iteration process, in
which the first iteration assumes a purely inviscid flow. The pressure
distribution of this inviscid flow is then used to calculate a boundary layer,
whose displacement thickness is subtracted from the geometric cross-
sectional area, to provide the basis for the next iteration on the inviscid
core. This iteration method often fails to converge under low-density con-
ditions, where an inviscid flow is a very poor first approximation.
In the present approach, -this iteration method is not used; instead,
the pressure distribution is found by satisfying, at each step along the
channel, an equation which contains information about the singular point.
By proceeding in this manner, it has been possible to find solutions at
lower densities than those of previous solutions, and in fact it has been pos-
sible to identify the density level at which the boundary layer closes and the
inviscid core disappears.
The initial profiles that are used to start the solution at near-
reservoir conditions are described in Section 5. Results from a variety of
cases are discussed in Section 6. Comparisons with experimental data are
given first, as a means of validating the theory. These are followed by a
set of parametric studies, which show that the maximum thrust is achieved
at lower and lower exit-area ratios as the Reynolds number is decreased,
and that for sufficiently low Reynolds number the core of the flow cannot
expand to supersonic conditions in the diverging part of the nozzle. The
influence of heat transfer is found to be significant, and thrust improvements
Xfound with a heated wall suggest that engines from which heat is rejected
(as for example when a catalyst bed is used) would have better performance
if the rejected heat were introduced into the divergent walls of the nozzle.
The present method has application to the design of low-density wind
tunnels. The computer program described here has in fact been used for
this purpose at several laboratories in the United States.
Under continuing support from NASA, an experimental follow-on
program is being pursued, in which profiles of density in a low-density
nozzle will be measured by an electron-beam fluorescence probe. This
work, which is being done by Dr. Dietmar E. Rothe, will provide a very
significant check on predictions of the theory described here. In addition,
it can be expected to yield important data on the structure of the flow field
at the very low-density levels where no supersonic core is predicted by the
present model.
2. LITERATURE SEARCH
At the beginning of this program, a thorough literature search was
made. Approximately two hundred references were studied, some of which
were provided by automated information - retrieval systems. ' The most
valuable groups of papers were those which presented analytical methods
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of predicting viscous flow, experimental measurements of nozzle per-
, 48-68 , . , , 1, 69-72 _ ..formance, and general reviews of the problem. Two other
73-79 24groups worthy of mention were those describing thrust transients '
Q f\ _ o L
and experimental techniques for measuring low thrust levels.
The thrust range of interest in the present investigation was that
between approximately 10 and 1. 0 Ibf. Except perhaps for the lowest
decade, most of this range lies in the transitional region between continuum
and free-molecular flow (see, for example, Ref. 1, p. 1160). Conse-
quently, in carrying out the literature search, primary attention was directed
toward analytical methods based on a continuum model. The analytical
/
methods were essentially of two types: those based on conventional thin-
boundary-layer theory, and those based on the slender-channel equations.
In the first type of approach, it is assumed that the flow has an
inviscid core that can be treated as an isentropic, one-dimensional channel
flow. The boundary layer that forms on the walls is treated in a variety of
ways (e. g. , by integral methods or by local application of similarity solu-
tions), and its growth rate is usually coupled to the rate of expansion of the
inviscid core. In developing this approach, various authors have used a
number of further approximations; important among these are the degree to
which transverse curvature is accounted for, and the manner of specifying
the initial state of the boundary layer. Many of these treatments have been
developed to the point of presenting a working computer program, some of
which (see, for example, Ref. 33) are very well documented. The major
shortcomings .of these methods, when applied to the microthrust rocket
problem, is that the boundary layer is usually assumed to have zero thick-
ness at the throat, that slip boundary conditions are generally not used, and
that the rate of convergence of the iterations between the boundary-layer
and core flows becomes slower as the boundary layer thickens.
The slender-channel equations, on which the second type of
43 44
approach is based, were first proposed by Williams, ' who simplified
the Navier-Stokes equations on the basis that the nozzle walls diverge very
slowly. These equations are formally identical with the boundary-layer
equations, including the full effect of transverse curvature. They differ
only in being written in cylindrical coordinates aligned with the nozzle axis,
rather than in surface coordinates. In this approximation the pressure is
constant across the channel, varying only with distance along the channel.
Thus, except for the boundary conditions, the slender-channel equations are
the same as those often used in studies of the laminar axisymmetric wake.
Most of the existing solutions of the slender-channel equations are
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those of the self-similar variety, done by Williams and by Adams.
These solutions have given important qualitative information about low-
density nozzle flow fields. However, they are of limited value when applied
to the direct problem, since the conditions for self-similarity require
nozzles whose shape changes when the Reynolds number is changed.
In recent years, many nonsimilar boundary-layer problems have
been treated successfully by numerical methods (see, for example, Refs. 87
and 88). Numerical solutions of the slender-channel equations have in fact
38 39been presented by Milligan and by Myers; only a few such results are
available, however, due primarily to limitations in computational facilities.
In addition, finite-difference solutions of the laminar axisymmetric wake
go -Q7
problem have been presented by several groups.
In the light of these observations, it appeared that the approach
most likely to produce useful engineering results was to develop a finite-
difference solution of the slender-channel equations, starting with a given
nozzle geometry, and given reservoir conditions. It was decided to follow
this approach, using slip boundary conditions at the wall, since many studies
have shown (see, for example, Ref. 93) that these conditions, with the
Navier-Stokes equations, lead to valid results well down into the transition-
flow regime.
3. BASIC EQUATIONS
The starting point for the derivation of the slender-channel equa-
tions is the Navier-Stokes equations. In cylindrical coordinates, for steady,
axisymmetric flow, with zero bulk viscosity, these are:
Continuity;
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Williams simplified these equations by assuming that the ratio of
radial to axial velocity components, and the ratio of axial to radial gradients
were each of the order of the slenderness ratio of the nozzle, i. e.
' = /L
This assumption appears to be suitable for flows in which shear stresses
produced by transverse gradients are much larger than those produced by
axial gradients. The. only region that might appear to be excluded from
this rule is that near the throat, where the axial acceleration is greatest,
and where boundary layers are generally thinnest. Even in this region,
however, the ordering used by Williams is acceptable, as can be seen from
the following argument: the axial velocity increases from the value d^ at
the throat to about 2- Q.^a.t the point where A/A ~ 5, according to inviscid,
94 3i - '
one-dimensional theory. Thus an upper limit for the order of &u
can be taken as
A
-But for a slender nozzle, the area ratio is a function of Zi&M / /
thus
If in addition it is assumed that /dr — O ( ^*/ fv ) one is le<i to
Williams ' ordering, namely that
If these approximations, including the assumption that ~(J~/(ji
are now used in Eqs. (3-1) - (3-4), the leading terms are
0-5)
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These equations are formally identical with the boundary-layer equations,
including the radial dependences that account for transverse curvature.
The boundary conditions applied at the walls are those corresponding
to first-order velocity slip and temperature jump. The first of these
relates the velocity component along the wall to its gradient normal to the
wall. When this component is expressed as a linear combination of U- and
IT- and is then simplified according to the slender-channel ordering, the
result is
) (3-9)
The corresponding condition for the temperature becomes
(3-10)
ars
In all of the results presented here, the gas has been assumed to
follow the perfect-gas law, with constant Prandtl number, constant specific
heat ratio, and with viscosity proportional to a power of the temperature:
V— I
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Dimensionless Forms
L
The coordinates are made dimensionless by the nozzle throat radius:
v = / f cr~ =- /r., C\- \7. \r* 1 *L- ) >«C » *
and the dependent variables are made dimensionless with respect to reser-
voir conditions:
" ' /
, / "V /
(3-13)
In addition, it is useful to normalize the radial coordinate by its wall value
at each station
(3-14)










In these equations, the density has been eliminated by use of the equation of
state:
The transformed radial velocity \/J that appears in these equations is
(3-19)
Note that \A/ is zero both at the wall and on the axis, and that if U/ is
zero elsewhere, it implies that the local streamline deflection is equal to
the wall slope, multiplied by the fractional distance to the wall.
The only parameter that appears in these equations (in addition to
^ , ]5L • tJ • an{i ^~\A/ (^) ) is a Reynolds number based on reservoir
conditions and the throat radius:
11
(3-20)
This parameter is convenient to use, since it involves only conditions that
are known in advance and are accessible to the designer.
The boundary conditions in the ( y vf ) coordinate system are:
(3-21)
2 -o(.u. ZH cers
z
'v\-~ I
If the wall temperature is prescribed, the thermal boundary condition is
> ^ (3-22)
If the wall is taken to be adiabatic, this second boundary condition is re-
placed by (see Eq. (3-31)):
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The relations that express the global conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy can be written down either from a direct transforma-
tion of the integral forms of the conservation laws, or by manipulation of
Eqs. (3-15) - (3-17). ''" The continuity equation, when integrated from zero
to Y7 , becomes an expression for \/\/ :
c/ty.
e
In particular, if the upper limit is set equal to one (where
becomes an expression for the total mass flow:
(3-25)
— O ), this
(3-26)




The constant of proportionality between // and CD is:



















Integration of the momentum equation leads to an expression for the
variation of the thrust coefficient:
(3-29)
where
F = £-J (3-30)
Equation (3-29) states that the maximum thrust occurs at the point where
the contribution from the pressure forces acting on the wall is balanced by
the viscous shear stress at the wall, an observation that has been made by
many authors (see, for example, Ref. 56).
If the momentum equation is multiplied by 2. UC , integrated, and
added to the integrated energy equation, the result is a statement that the
flux of total enthalpy is changed only by heat transfer at the wall:
(3-31)
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The adiabatic wall boundary condition, cited above as Eq. (3-23), is found
by setting the right-hand side of this expression equal to zero.
Streamtube Relation
In the study of isentropic, one -dimensional channel flows, a very
important equation is the one that relates the pressure gradient to the rate
94
of change of cross -sectional area.
For the present problem, this expression can be generalized to include the
effects of viscosity. The generalization to viscous, two-dimensional flows
95was given by Weinbaum and Garvine; the further generalization to the case
of axisymmetric flows is given below. ''"
The equation of state is first used to eliminate the density from the
continuity equation; in the resulting expression, the momentum and energy






The axisymmetric formulas have also been presented in a recent paper by
Garvine and Weinbaum.
15
The left-hand side of this expression is proportional to the radial gradient
of the streamline direction, and hence to the axial rate of change of cross-
sectional area of the streamtu.be. If the streamtube area is taken as
2~fl~f Af~ i it can be shown that
2irr /\,r
Thus, the first two terms in Eq. (3-32) are exactly the same as those
familiar from the case of isentropic, one-dimensional channel flows. The
additional terms represent the contributions to the area change that come
from shear, net heat conduction to the streamtube, and heat generation
within the streamtube due to the conversion of kinetic to thermal energy.
These terms can be checked against the equivalent expressions derived
97from first principles by Shapiro.




If this expression is now integrated across the channel, it becomes a rela-
tion between the rate of change of the total channel cross-sectional area,
and the integrated effects of pressure gradient, shear, heat conduction, and





/ - M (3-34)
In the limit of infinite Reynolds numbers, this expression reduces to the
familiar inviscid, one-dimensional channel-flow result. At large finite
Reynolds numbers, the general character of the solutions for various mass
flows is qualitatively the same as that of the inviscid limit, namely: at suf-
ficiently low mass flows, the pressure decreases along the converging part
of the channel, reaches a minimum at or slightly beyond the throat, and
then rises. For somewhat higher mass flows, the denominator of Eq. (3-34)
changes sign upstream of the throat. Thus the pressure gradient becomes
infinite, indicating that the flow has choked. At some intermediate mass
flow, it is possible to find a saddle point, where the numerator and denomi-
nator of Eq. (3-34) vanish simultaneously. This intermediate mass flow is
the only one that allows an expansion to conditions that are "supersonic", in
the sense that
Thus for high Reynolds numbers there is a critical mass flow, which allows
a supersonic flow. Greater mass flows lead to choking, while lower ones
yield a subsonic flow in which the pressure reaches a minimum near the
17
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throat and then rises. The results given in Section 6 illustrate these types
of behavior.
However, the results also show that the saddle point moves farther
downstream as the Reynolds number is lowered, and that at low enough
Reynolds numbers it does not occur at all within the range of exit-area
ratios normally of interest in rocket design. For these cases, there is no
mass flow that leads to supersonic conditions in the average sense indicated
above. There is a certain mass flow for which choking occurs at the exit
plane. For higher mass flows, choking occurs within the nozzle; for lower
mass flows, the pressure may either reach a minimum and then rise, or it
may decrease monotonically to the exit plane if the pressure drop due to
friction is great enough to overcome the effect of nozzle expansion.
It should be noted that in cases where the no-slip condition is applied
to the velocity at the wall, the integrals in Eq. (3-34) diverge. In order to
obtain a determinate result, some account must be taken of the fact that in
Eq. (3-33) the pressure gradient and shear-stress terms, .as well as the
heat-conduction and heat-generation terms, cancel in pairs in a region near
98the wall. Thus the simplification employed by Lighthill might be used, in
which the integration is stopped short of the wall. In the present paper, all
of the cases studied allow slip at the walls, and the integrals can be carried
out to vfl = 1 without complications.
'in some cases the rate of rise is sufficient to cause reverse flow near the
wall. When this happens, the solution must be terminated, since the





There are many ways of representing the present set of nonlinear
partial differential equations by an equivalent set of difference equations.
The choices made here were patterned after those that have been successful
in earlier boundary-layer work.
The coordinates are expressed as
Ax 5 L =
For all the calculations reported here, /_
 VMAX was taken as 101, and
that constant is built into the computer program described in Appendix A.
Values of the dependent variables at a grid point are represented by the
notation:
Crank-Nicholson implicit differences were used, to rewrite the momentum





















Note that the wall radius and pressure appearing here are evaluated at a
point halfway across the step:






For an adiabatic wall, the thermal boundary condition is taken as
- z a
(4-4)
For the case where heat transfer is allowed, this is replaced by
(4-5)
/<-*-(
Note that in these boundary conditions the pressure and wall radius have
been determined at the end of the step:
Solution of the Difference Equations
The solution of the finite-difference equations can be determined
99
recursively, following the method outlined by Richtmeyer and Morton
(see especially Sec. 11. 5). This solution presumes that the profiles at the
beginning of the step, and a value of / /Ly. ' are known.
21
The momentum and energy equations are rewritten in the form:
L-I
where the matrix coefficients (given in detail in Appendix C) depend only on
known conditions at K • Richtmeyer and Morton show that the solution






Values of the F". and -T matrices on the axis are found by rewriting the




Values of the E. and f matrices at points off the axis can now be found,
in the following way: Eq. (4-7), with /_ replaced by £.-/ , is used to




from Eq. (4-6), and the result is com-
pared with the original form of Eq. (4-7). The result is the recursion
formula (here the exponent -/ denotes matrix inversion):
22
(4-10)
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ZV ~ C^l ^/l - < -^Z.Z E-21 JL ^/2 ~ C" ^'z ~ C'2- ^ ZZ- J
Once the matrix coefficients are known for t, = 1 ,2 , ... ^ L.\^o^ -1 ,
the solution for ^ , / , . and £),, can be found from Eq. (4-7) by starting
XT' I ^*^/C-f I
with their known wall values and working down to /_ = 1 . The wall values


























Iteration Methods for Finding
This completes the formulas required to calculate the profiles at the
end of the step, for a given value of ^" //t\t • This parameter must be
chosen so as to satisfy the three global conservation relations given above,
as well as the integrated streamtube-area relation. Since the two difference
equations being used are local expressions for the conservation of momentum
and energy, it might be expected that the best choice would be to use the
value of dLP/ /^ that satisfies either the total mass conservation or the
integrated streamtube-area relation. The computer program uses both of
these options; it has been found that solutions determined with either option
also satisfy the total momentum and energy conservation. Furthermore,
25
except in the near vicinity of the saddle point, solutions found with either
option also satisfy the other option. Near the saddle point, it is more accu-
rate to use the streamtube relation; in most of the solutions described here,
the pressure gradient has been determined in such a way as to enforce mass
conservation up to the saddle point, and such as to satisfy the streamtube
relation downstream of the saddle point. The choice of which formula to
use for ^'/Jv is rnade by selecting the input parameter XIPG . The
mass-conservation formula is used (IPG = 4) for X<lXIPG, and the
streamtube relation (IPG = 1 ) for X^> XIPG. Downstream of the saddle
point, the streamtube relation is used.
The specific procedure used in enforcing mass conservation is as
follows: a value of &- /diy. is chosen, and the difference equations are
solved for the profiles of (J[ and Q at station /<(+! . These profiles
are then used in Eq. (3-26) to calculate the pressure at the end of the step:
psJEW = Iw
~o
where the integration is done by Simpson's rule. This pressure is com-
pared with the value that would be found by extrapolating from the beginning
of the step:
* cLy. (4-19)
and the value of ^' / d-Y- is adjusted until these two pressures are equal.
The adjustment of <*'/^x *s accomplished by an iteration process: at the
beginning of the step, an iteration counter called ITER is set equal to 1, a
first trial value of dP'/' ^ , called PG1 , is used, and the difference
between PNEW and PXTRAP is calculated. A second trial value of
^/d.Y. ' called PG2 and equal to 1. 01 PG1 , is then used, with ITER =2
and again the difference between the two pressures is calculated. A
.straight-line extrapolation is then used to determine a next guess at
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(4-20)
where PN1 and PN2 are the values of PNEW corresponding to the f irst
and second iterations. A third calculation is then made, with <5^'/Xx
equal to PG , and ITER ,= 3 . The results of this third iteration are
checked to determine whether the absolute value of PNEW - PXTRAP is
less than 10 of the pressure at the beginning of the step. If it is not, the
iteration counter is increased by 1, and a new trial value PG is calculated,
using as base points for the straight line the iteration just completed, and
the prior iteration that came closest to zeroing the quantity DLP . A max-
imum of ten iterations is allowed; convergence is usually attained on the
third or fourth iteration.
The same procedure is followed when fjiy. is chosen so as to
satisfy the streamtube-area relation. On the first two iterations, ^/dy
is set equal to PG1 and PG2 , the right-hand side of Eq. (3-34) is calcu-















In these formulas, Simpson's rule was used, and derivatives were calcu-
lated by the formulas




 ( ]/< + ( (4-29)
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The integrands for Simpson's rule were calculated as shown in the above
formulas, except for the shear and conduction integral at the wall, where
special formulas derived from the differential equations of motion were
used, namely:
29
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It is clear that the averaging done in the above formulas could have been
carried out in many other ways. No attempt has been made to determine
the optimum choices.
After PGNP1 has been determined, the difference between PGNP1
and the value of ^ /0Uc. used in calculating it is found, and the results of
the first two calculations are used as the basis for a straight-line estimate




The solution for this third iteration is checked to determine whether DPG
is less than 10 ~ times the value of d-P/ at the previous step. If it is
not, the iteration counter is increased by one, the formula above is used to
calculate a new trial value of PG , using as base points the trial just com-
pleted and the prior iteration with the least absolute value of DPG . A
maximum of ten iterations is allowed.
In general, the values of d.P /^ that zero the quantities DLP and
DPG are different. When using either of the formulas, the mismatch in the
other quantity (DLP/p or DPG/ (^/^\ ) is typically the order of ..
one percent, for values of Ax = 0. 1 .
Radial Velocity Calculation
During each iteration, with either of the pressure-gradient
algorithms, the radial velocity is calculated by the finite -difference approxi-
mation of Eq. (3-25):
K-M I J fC\
<-> /K+1 (4-32)
'K-H
The actual values of Vv/ used in advancing the solution from one step to the




Until the iteration on /y is completed, these values are temporarily
stored in the E12 array. This averaging was done in an effort to be con-
sistent with the Crank-Nicholson averaging used in finding (£ ; an earlier
version of the computer program which did not use this averaging for V\/
sometimes developed divergent oscillations in O^/fa. f°r mass flows
near the critical value.
At the beginning of the iterations at each step, the initial guess
(PG1) used for (L?/fo was taken as the previous value of







The pressure -gradient ratio PGRT is set equal to 1 at the initial station.
Determination of the Mass Flow
Once conditions at the initial station are provided, the procedure
described above can be used to find the solution for a given mass flow,
given Reynolds number, given nozzle geometry and wall -temperature dis-
tribution, and given gas properties. As the solution proceeds toward the
throat, d^/iJLf. becomes more and more negative; usually it reaches a
minimum value very near to the throat, and subsequently increases (i. e. ,
becomes less negative) downstream of the throat. Following this, either of
two types of behavior is usually observed: in the first, **** /fat. continues
to increase, and eventually passes through zero, denoting a minimum in the
32
pressure. This corresponds to a change of sign of the numerator of Eq.
(3-34), and indicates that the mass flow being used is less than critical -
i. e. , it is associated with a generally subsonic flow.
In the second type of solution, which occurs at higher mass flows,
d-P/fe, begins to become more and negative, until a station is reached at
which there is no solution that will match PNEW and PXTRAP or the left
and right sides of Eq. (3-34). This condition corresponds to a change of
sign of the denominator of Eq. (3-34), and indicates that the flow has
choked - i. e. , the negative pressure gradient required for the specified
mass flow is essentially infinite.
In general, it would be expected that some intermediate mass flow
could be found, for which the numerator and denominator change sign at the
same point. Of course, it is extremely unlikely that the numerical solution
would pass smoothly through this saddle point, and it is necessary to force
the solution through, once the mass flow has been found to a suitable accu-
racy. The means of carrying the solution through the saddle point is
described later; for the moment, it remains to describe the logic used in
determining the critical mass flow.
For this purpose, .an iteration on the value of n is performed; an
upper and lower bound for the mass flow (called A / and 40 respectively)
are specified as input data, and the first solution is calculated for a value
of f( halfway between these bounds. When this solution displays one of
the two types of behavior described above - i. e. , when its mass flow has
been identified as either subcritical or supercritical, then its value of f\
is used as a new lower or upper bound, and a new solution is calculated for
a value of n halfway between the (updated) lower and upper bound. This
iteration process is continued until the difference between the lower and
upper bounds is less than an input value called ATEST . When this condi-
tion is met, the indicator IGOTA is set equal to 1, and a final solution
pass is calculated.
The symptoms that are used to detect whether a given mass flow is
subcritical or supercritical are as follows: The mass flow is declared to
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be subcritical if ** /fat becomes positive, and supercritical if any of
these four conditions occur
1. more than ten iterations are used in finding
2. the integral J
3.
falls below 0. 5
4.
if ^Vtft* , having passed its first minimum near the
throat, turns more negative for 3 consecutive steps
if p falls below 0. 1 upstream of the minimum in •
The third and fourth of these conditions involve the indicator IXSTAR ,'
which is equal to 1 upstream of the minimum in ^r/J^ , and is set equal
to 2 downstream of this minimum. The test to determine whether IXSTAR
should be changed from 1 to 2 is not applied until after 5 steps have been
taken, since occasionally some slight oscillations in ,ct-P/£y. occur near
the initial station.
In cases where ten iterations on
happens that the curve of DLP versus
are exceeded, it usually
has no zero:
PLP
In such cases, the trial values assigned by Eq. (4-20) for some of the iter-
ations may become large positive numbers, as indicated in the sketch
above. But large positive values of dLP/j^ can produce reverse flow near
the wall, which cannot be allowed, by the parabolic nature of the slender-
channel equations. To avoid this possibility, the pressure gradient is
restricted to values less than +1. If any of the trial values exceed this
.3
limit, they are reduced by a factor 10 , and are simply allowed to count
as another iteration.
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Passage through the Saddle Point
The procedures described above are used repetitively, until the
mass-flow parameter /) has been determined to within the preas signed
accuracy ATEST . The indicator IGOTA is then set equal to 1, and a
final pass is made. This integration is interrupted slightly upstream of the
saddle point, and the pressure-gradient distribution is then chosen so as
to force the solution to lie along a straight line through the saddle point, in
the plane of the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3-34). As soon as this
fitted portion of the solution passes through the saddle point, the iterative
solution for O.P/ J^ (satisfying the streamtube relation) is resumed.
The point at which the solution is interrupted is determined in the
following way: if the solutions for various mass flows are plotted in the
plane of DPNUM vs AMM2 (except for a factor O^/ , this is essentially
I
the plane of the numerator and denominator of the streamtube relation, and
is referred to hereafter as "the saddle-point plane"), their behavior is
o.s-
The solution for the final value of f\ will be one or the other of these two
types. If it is supercritical, it should be interrupted at or near the point
where supercritical behavior was detected on the previous pass that set the
upper bound (\ I . This is accomplished by the quantity XCUT . When-
ever supercritical behavior is found, XCUT is set equal to the value of X
one step upstream. On the final solution, the straight-line passage through
the saddle point is initiated as soon as X. passes XCUT .
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If the final solution is of the subcritical type, it should be inter-
rupted when the quantity AMMZ reaches its minimum. It has been observed
on runs with wall cooling (in particular, case 12 of Section 6) that local
minima can occur far upstream of the saddle point. To discriminate
against this possibility, the program as presently written will interpret a
minimum in AMMZ as indicative of nearness to the saddle point only if it
occurs for X > -<?.S~ •
When either of these conditions is met, the indicator IPG is set equal
to 2, and a straight line is fitted between the point just calculated (AMM21 ,




At a given value of X .it is true to a good approximation that DPNUM
and AMM2 are linear functions of the trial values of ^ /dLy. • a»d hence
of each other. If point ft locates the coordinates of the first iteration
(DPDX = PG1) and point & the second (DPDX = PG2), then a straight line
connecting these points is
(4-36)
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The intersection of this line with the straight line through the saddle point
occurs at point C , where the value of AMM2 is
/1MM2 C -
To the extent that these quantities are linear with tt-P/jL?. • the value of
associated with point C would be
(4-38)
This value is used for the third iteration, and it has been found that the
resulting solution lies sufficiently close to the straight line through the
saddle point that no further iterations are necessary.
This three -step placement of the solution is continued until it passes
through the saddle point, after which an iterative solution of the streamtube
relation is resumed. This could be accomplished by setting IPG equal to 3;
however, it has been found that the rate of convergence of the iterations at
this first station downstream of the saddle point is improved if the following
procedure is followed: the indicator ISW is set equal to 2, and the first two
iterations (points /) and B ) are calculated. Then IPG is set equal to 3,
and the value of &-P / &*. ^° ^ e use<i on the third iteration is found by solv-
ing the quadratic equation that follows from the (roughly) linear dependence








it follows that the streamtube relation can be approximated by
gCf I
2 2 -
The solution of this equation is
-&ZS - y - ' — — — ^/
(4-41)
where
J = ^ (/IMZLST +0&ZZ - /} - (4-42)
This quadratic solution could in fact be used throughout the program,
in place of the straight-line extrapolation presently incorporated. It is not
clear how much of a saving in time could be achieved by doing so; however,
at the first station downstream of the saddle point, there are instances
where ten iterations would not be enough for convergence of the solution if
the more nearly correct location of the solution were not determined by the
quadratic formula very early in the iterations.
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Once the solution has converged downstream of the saddle point, the
integration continues until the maximum X-location (XMAX) is passed.
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5. INITIAL CONDITIONS
In order to start the calculation method described in the previous
section, it is necessary to specify a value of f* , and profiles of if and
£) . at some initial station. In applications of thin-boundary-layer theory
to the present problem, this initial station is usually taken at the geometric
throat of the nozzle; there the boundary layer is assumed to have zero thick
ness, and the pressure, velocity, and enthalpy are assumed equal to the
values they would have in an isentropic, inviscid, one-dimensional channel
flow.
In the present study, where results are sought at very low Reynolds
numbers, this approximation is not acceptable; instead, the solution must
be started far upstream of the throat. Asymptotic solutions of the slender-
channel equations for slow flow in a converging cone were derived for this
purpose. Analogous solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for incom-
pressible flow have been presented by Ackerberg.
The initial solution was derived by expanding all of the dependent
variables in inverse powers of the nozzle radius:
(5-1)
V/ =
^=2 A/=3 g- "
*/ v v>/
The expansion for UC. begins with *l - Z , since any contributions from
lower values of A/ would not satisfy mass conservation (see Eq. (3-26) ).
If this term is then substituted into the continuity and momentum equations,
it is found that the first nonzero coefficients in the expansions of P and
W are TT^ and v/v/3 (i(\ . The fact that (^ (v \ - o implies that the
flow resembles a conical sink flow in the leading approximation:
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7 fl '
Finally, substitution of these expressions into the energy equation reveals
that "7^ . (YI ^  is the first nonzero coefficient in the enthalpy expansion.
When the boundary conditions are expanded in powers of ST^T' •
the first few velocity terms are found to satisfy:
where
2, - o(u CJ5 ~EV
—: ~— (5-2)
-a.
The first term in the expansion of the enthalpy profile must satisfy either
~T+ (/) = o if heat transfer is allowed, or 7^/(/) = o if there is no
heat transfer.
The ordinary differential equations for L£j(-*C} and 1~^ (y^ can
;'*be integrated explicitly.'1" The resulting expressions contain as parameters
the coefficients T^y ; these latter quantities are found in terms of the








f ' r '
•* \ j &
f '
J 6T4 = o
.The results for the first few terms are





Further terms are given in Appendix D. The above result for
is valid for either thermal condition of the wall.
Simplified Initial Conditions
It is desirable to specify the initial conditions to a. level of accuracy
that is commensurate with the accuracy of the finite -difference scheme.
From an inspection of Eq. (5-3), the indication is that mass conservation
requires the LC -profile to be specified through order V^/ and the
pressure through order ^T"/ • When this was done in an early version
of the computer program, however, it was found that the higher-order con-
tributions were masked by the truncation error in the finite -difference
results - i. e. , if d~"/et*. is specified through order ^~^~ , a
Simpson's -rule integration of the resulting UC -profile at x -f-AX is in
general different from the right side of Eq. (5-3) by an amount of order
greater than ^F ~ . For this reason, the iterative method of finding
\^*
ct-P/sfs. > described in Section 4, was chosen. This has the effect of doing
numerically to ^^/^A, what the series coefficients TT^ would do analyti-
cally. In this method, the series solution is used only to give the starting
profiles, and an initial guess at





This approximate velocity profile fails to conserve mass at the initial sta-
tion; the error introduced is typically less than one percent.
For all of the solutions presented in this paper, the initial station
was chosen as X = -5 .
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6. RESULTS
In the subsections that follow, the nozzle geometry used is
described first; following this, the general features of the flow fields found
by changing various parameters are described. Results that relate speci-
fically to performance characteristics (mass flow, thrust, specific impulse)
are deferred to the end of this section.
Geometry
The particular geometrical configuration used in the present study
consisted of a convergent cone and a divergent cone, connected by a constant
radius -of-curvature-section:








This geometry is built into the program as a subroutine. Other geometrical
configurations could be studied without difficulty.
Cases Studied
The computer program described earlier has been used to investi-
gate the effects of varying some of the parameters of the problem. Table 1
lists the values used for the various parameters. For all cases, the values
% = 1 . 4 , &*, = 0. 75 , u) = 0. 9 , C<u. = °^r = l- ° were used. In general,
a step size of A X = 0. 1 was used; however, for runs with the sharp
throat ( /^ = 0. 5 ) , it was reduced to = 0. 01 in the region
- 0. 3 ^ X ^ +0. 3. The calculations were performed on an IBM 360,
Model 65, in double precision. The program listed below is written in
single precision, and check runs have shown that the results are essentially
unchanged. A typical case, where the mass flow is unknown to plus or minus
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20 percent (i. e. , A f\ originally is the order of 0. 04) takes between 5 and
10 minutes, depending on the step size and the amount of output desired.
Comparison with Experiment
Case 1 provides a direct comparison with the experimental data
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reported by Yevseyev, who carried out a very detailed probing of the low-
density flow in a conical nozzle. Results for the centerline Mach number
(taken from Yevseyev's Fig. 8) are presented in Fig. 1; the present calcu-
lation is 6 percent high at X = 6 , and about 3 percent low at X = 15 . A
more stringent test of the calculational method is shown in Fig. 2 where the
measured and calculated velocity profiles at / = 11. 1 (see Yevseyev's
Fig. 7) show excellent agreement.
It should be emphasized that the calculations shown contain no
approximations beyond those implicit in the use of the slender-channel
equations; they constitute the solution of the direct problem, for a specified
nozzle geometry and a specified set of reservoir conditions. No attempt has
been made to improve the agreement by varying the gas-property parameters.
Effects of Upstream Geometry
Cases 2 and 3 are identical except for the value of the inlet angle;
the results of these two 'runs are indistinguishable for X ^ , o , and were
taken as evidence that the upstream geometry has little effect on the flow.
Obviously, much more evidence is needed before the quantitative limitations
of this statement are clear, but it was felt that exploration of this effect
could be deferred until after the variation of other parameters had been
studied; all of the other cases described here used •&- = -20° .
Effect of Reynolds Number
Cases 2, 4, and 5 show the effect of the Reynolds number. Before
discussing this effect specifically, it is well to examine how the iteration
process led to determination of the eigensolution. For case 2, Fig. 3 shows
the variation of P with X at various values of the mass flow; these
exhibit the two types of behavior described earlier. This behavior is shown
more clearly in Fig. 4, which is the saddle-point plane. After the iterations
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shown had been completed, the value $ = 0. 121 was selected as the eigen-
value of f\ , and this solution was interrupted at )( = 0 ; it was then
placed on a straight line through the saddle point, as shown in Fig. 4. The
result of this fitting is shown in the P , ye. plane in Fig. 3. Note that the
saddle point is crossed about one radius downstream of the throat; there-
after, the iterative method of finding <^^%tjc i.s resumed, and continues to
run stably.
An isometric view of the velocity and enthalpy profiles at various
positions along the nozzle is shown in Fig. 5.
Lowering the Reynolds number B> to 800 has the effect of moving
the saddle point slightly farther downstream (case 4), and a further reduc-
tion to B> - 400 moves it out beyond twenty radii (case 5). For this case,
the solution in the plane of Fig. 4 moves along the straight -line segment
toward the saddle point, but never reaches it.
Effect of Exit-Cone Angle
Cases 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the effect of changing the angle
at a constant Reynolds number ^ = 800. Reducing this angle inhibits the
expansion to supersonic conditions, and so has the same effect as lowering
£ . As -^r becomes smaller, the saddle point moves farther down the
nozzle, passing beyond twenty radii for -&- ^ 18* . There is obviously a
range of expansion angles and Reynolds numbers for which there is no unique
supersonic solution of the problem determined by passage through the
singular point.
Extended Study of the Nonsingular -Solution Region
The conditions of case 10 lie well within the region where there is no
saddle point. A large number of computer runs was made for this case, and
the- resulting pressure distributions along the nozzle are shown in Fig. 6.
At the lowest value of the mass flow ( f\ = 0. 04 ) , e^.P '/ ' JLy, is negative out
to forty radii; at somewhat higher mass flows, the pressure reaches a
minimum, and then rises slightly as the flow continues to decelerate.
Ultimately a pressure maximum is reached, and the final state of the flow
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is a Poiseuille velocity profile, with the static enthalpy uniformly equal to
its wall value.
For sufficiently high mass flows, a choking condition is encountered;
however, in contrast to the higher Reynolds number, higher -$£ cases,
the locus of zero pressure gradients does not intersect with the locus of
infinite pressure gradients. The solution for /) = 0. 08764252 extends all
the way to forty radii with cLP'/^ negative. Figure 6 shows this solu-
tion passing between the loci of the zero- and infinite-slope points.
For values of /? greater than about 0. 086, these solutions exhibit
a zone of supersonic flow near the axis, and slightly downstream of the
throat. Contours of constant Mach number are shown in Fig. 7 for the case
/i = 0. 08764252. A smooth transition from supersonic back to subsonic
conditions is predicted. This type of transition is possible within the frame-
work of the slender-channel equations, where the axial gradients in the
stress tensor (which could give rise to a shock-wave type of transition) have
been neglected in comparison with transverse shear stresses. The Mach
number distribution along these streamlines is analogous to that of a
streamline entering the boundary layer on a flat plate in a supersonic flow;
the Mach number decays below one as the streamline is carried deeper into
the slower part of the boundary layer.
Figure 7 also shows the locus where the axial velocity reaches 99
percent of its centerline value. This locus shows how the boundary layer
essentially closes on this flow. In all of these flows, the decreasing pres-
sure generates two opposing effects: the first, appearing in the inviscid
terms of the streamtube relation, is to accelerate the flow to a. supersonic
state. The opposing effect, appearing in the viscous terms, is to thicken
the boundary layer. The conditions of case 10 lie in a region where the
latter effect dominates the former; no acceleration to a permanent super-
sonic state is possible within the framework of the slender-channnel
equations, and the flow undergoes a transition back to subsonic conditions.
Whether a smooth transition of this type is realized experimentally
is, to the author's knowledge, an open question. Measurements aimed at
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resolving this problem are needed; in addition, further analysis in which the
longitudinal stress contributions are retained would be very useful.
The precise boundary above which a unique supersonic solution can
be found has not yet been adequately determined; the present results sug-
gest that this will be the state of the flow if ^ is greater than 800 and -Q-
is greater than about 20°. This value of £> corresponds to a throat
Reynolds number around 300; using Sutherland and Maes' rule of thumb (see
-4Ref. 1, p. 1160), this corresponds to a thrust level in the vicinity of 1 0 Ibf
for a typical nozzle size.
It is interesting to note that the range of £> below which no super-
sonic solution was found corresponds roughly with Smetana's estimate
of the Reynolds number at which the boundary layer fills the throat.
Assuming that the displacement thickness is 0. 27 times the velocity boundary-
layer thickness when this occurs, Smetana derives the following formula
for the Reynolds number at which the boundary layer closes
For the constant J^s/^ • ne recommends a value on the order of 4. In
the present notation, his result is
_ f, /TMT j_ I -a
~ ' '
Approximating the density and velocity ratios by their isentropic -flow
values for 5 = 1. 4 , this becomes
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Smetana's value of B^ = 4 corresponds to g ^, 110 , while a value
35W ~ 9 would recover the present result 'B'Z. 600 . A larger value
of ?5 is probably more correct for the present configuration, which has
a longer entrance than the one used in Smetana's analysis.
Even if these predictions of an imbedded supersonic zone are accepted
as having physical significance, there still remains a problem of predicting
nozzle performance when the pressure imposed at the exit plane is extremely
low. Figure 8 shows the slender-channel prediction of mass flow as a
function of exit-plane pressure, if the nozzle is cut off at X = 40 . The
point to be noted is that no solutions were found for which ^>e, /4)0 was less
than around 0. 09. It seems probable that for values of A between
0. 0876425Z and 0. 08764343, solutions could be found in which choking occurs
arbitrarily far downstream. However, it may be that some mechanisms
which are not included in the slender-channel equations must be invoked in
order to predict how the flow adjusts to the exit conditions encountered in
the space environment.
Effect of Exit-Plane Pressure
The fact that large subsonic regions are predicted suggests that a
strong upstream influence, of the exit-plane conditions may exist under
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certain conditions. In an earlier publication of the present results, the
speculation was advanced that this mechanism might explain the anomalous
C «y CO 10?
effect of the exit-plane pressure reported by several authors.
Further evidence has since suggested that this mechanism does not explain
the observations when the flow has a supersonic core; whether it plays a
role at the lower Reynolds numbers, where the slender-channel equations
have no solutions with a supersonic core, remains to be determined.
The principal item of new evidence is the observation, by the group
at AVCO, * that experimental arrangements in the test cell can affect the
-4
measured thrust if the cell pressure is greater than 10 torr. Values in
''"Private communication from R. R. John and Walter Davis, July 8, 1969.
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this range have previously been recommended as the maximum desirable
cell pressure in all three of the references cited above; the more recent
AVCO observations appear to be the first in which it is clearly shown that
different arrangements of the same equipment will indicate different thrust
-4levels at cell pressures in excess of 1 0 torr.
A second item of new evidence is that calculations made with the
present computer program for one of the experiments reported in Ref. 102
show good agreement with the measured performance at low cell pressure.
The calculations were done for the parameter values listed in Table 1 as
case 13, and were intended to duplicate the conditions of Fig. 9 of Ref. 102.
The mass -flow result /? = 0. 118 corresponds to 1. 577 x 10 Ibm/sec.
The thrust coefficient (with no correction due to ambient pressure) was cal-
culated as 1. 437 at X = H-0 ( A* = 34.10). This corresponds to a
thrust level o f l l . l Z x l O Ibf, and a specific impulse of 705 sec. The
latter result agrees quite well with the line marked "theoretical
performance" in Fig. 9 of Ref. 102. Apparently, this performance predic-
tion is based on experimental data, and includes the effect of viscosity.
Effects of Heat Transfer and Variable Wall Temperature
Operation of a rocket device at low density implies that the thermal
condition of the wall can exert a strong influence. Two cases were run in
order to explore the effect of heat transfer on the flow. In the first of
these (case 11) the wall temperature was equal to the reservoir tempera-
ture all along the nozzle. In the second (case 12), the wall temperature was
dropped from ~T^ to ~T~0 /$~ between -4 and -2 radii, and was held con-
stant thereafter:
[(x +4-)?: 1-f O.4- 005 Cx 4- -} -T > - 4 ^ * £ -2.
- 0 . 2 .
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This latter case was an attempt to simulate the thermal environment that
might be encountered when gas flows out of a hot reservoir and into a rela-
tively cold channel. Cases 11 and 12 were the same as case 2 in all other
respects.
The wall-temperature and heat-transfer distributions, and the
variations of the total-enthalpy flux (which are related by Eq. (3-31) ) are
shown in Fig. 9, and typical profiles are given in Fig. 10. Profiles for the
hot-wall case are practically identical to those of the adiabatic-wall case,
but the cold-wall case shows marked differences. In particular, in the
cold-wall case, about 20 percent of the enthalpy flux is lost in heat transfer
to the wall. Also, the discharge coefficient is greater than one --the nozzle
can pass more mass flow than an isentropic, one-dimensional nozzle would,
due to the elevated density level near the walls. The enthalpy profile in
Fig. lOd has a slight bulge near the wall, typically of what happens in high
Mach number flows due to viscous heating.
The computer program described in Appendix A permits a more
general wall-temperature variation of this type, where the end-points of the
cosine variation and the lower temperature level can be specified as inputs:
0»=> I .X *
/ - f -TWZ. | - Tl^/Z.
XTW2-
- TWZ j X ^ XTW-£ {6'2)
A noticeable thinning of the boundary layer is apparent with the cold
wall. Figure 11 shows the variation of the displacement thickness with
distance along the nozzle, compared to the constant-wall-temperature case.






Conditions on the axis can be calculated with an error of a few percent, by
using the isentropic, one-dimensional flow results at >an effective area ratio
found by subtracting the displacement thickness:
EFF (6-4)
Thus the present results provide a corroboration, without a priori assump-
tions, that the displacement thickness is indeed the correct scale to use in
making boundary-layer corrections to the core flow.
Performance Characteristics
The thrust coefficients obtained from these calculations are shown
in Fig. 12, as a function of geometric area ratio. (No correction has been
made for any effects that might accompany the transition from conditions at
the given area ratio to zero-pressure ambient conditions. ) For comparison,
the ideal value at the same area ratio is shown. These were calculated
without any correction for divergence loss (see, for example, Ref. 103,
p. 446):
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r = < z* i z V'
~77~(7TTJ ^ '"^ ) T ' ^ <6-5>
The effect of increasing Reynolds number is to increase the thrust
coefficient, as might be expected (cases 2 and 4). Increasing T^ produced
a slight increase in P (cases 4, 6, and 7), indicating that thrust losses
due to divergence were not yet dominant in the range shown here. Decreas-
ing the longitudinal radius of curvature of the throat (cases 1 and 2) and
cooling the wall (cases 12, 1 and 2) both increased the thrust markedly.
One interesting feature of the sharp-throat results is the rapid rise
toward the maximum. For these configurations, the nozzle can be cut off
at 5 radii with less than a five percent loss in thrust. These results illus-
trate the importance, in these calculations, of establishing the correct
initial state of the flow at the throat.
In Fig. 12, the 'higher thrust coefficients are obtained at the expense
of higher mass flows. The quantity ^ /A is shown in Fig. 13. This
quantity is proportional to the specific impulse:
™ 4*
If ^/yi\ is expressed in Ibf/lbm/sec, and \/2-H0 in ft/sec, this becomes
(for Y = 1-4):
= 0.022.2. —
w\
The results in Fig. 13 indicate that the specific impulse is a relatively weak
function of Reynolds number and nozzle geometry, for the range investi-
gated here. The strongest influence was that associated with strong cooling
of the nozzle walls.
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One indication for design practice is that performance is increased
by using a sharp throat, and by cutting the nozzle off at a rather modest
exit-area ratio. This indication must be used with some caution, however,




The net result of the studies reported here is a computational method
for finding a solution of the direct problem of low-density flow from given
reservoir conditions through a nozzle of given shape. Results found by this
method show good agreement with experiment. The equations used become
identical with the thin-boundary-layer approximation at high Reynolds
number, and can be used well down into the lower Reynolds number region
where the importance of the state of the flow at the throat makes the con-
ventional thin-boundary-layer model of limited value.
Within the limits of the calculations made, it appears that sharp
throats lead to better performance, and that exit area ratios as low as 10
can be employed without serious loss in specific impulse.
At sufficiently low Reynolds number and small divergence angles,
the slender-channel equations do not have a solution in which the flow expands
to supersonic conditions. Instead, the boundary layer completely fills the
channel, and the solution takes on the character of a viscous, subsonic pipe
flow. One implication of this result is that a relatively strong upstream
effect of the exit-plane conditions is likely to be felt in these flows. Further
clarification of this regime awaits experimental probing of the flow struc-
ture and the application of more complex analyses which retain some of the
effects discarded in the slender-channel approximation.
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The program was coded in FORTRAN IV, and the G compiler was
used. Execution was done on an IBM 360/65, Release 14. The amount of
core used is approximately 45K bytes. A typical run may take between two
and ten minutes, depending on how good the initial guesses at the mass flow
are, how many axial stations are specified, and how much output is speci-
fied.
The required input data are described in comment cards in the list-
ing (Appendix E). Most of these need no further explanation, but some of
the restrictions on their magnitudes are given below:
IBC: If this is read in as 2 , then XTW1 must be greater than XTW2 .
IETAPR: The value 2 gives a convenient one-page output, with enough
detail (51 values) to adequately define the profiles.
Rl, THETA1, THETA2: The only nozzle geometry that can be handled
by the present version is a converging cone joined to a diverging
cone by a constant-radius-of-curvature section. The angles must
be read in degrees, and should be restricted to values small enough
for the slender-channel equations to apply. Angles up to 30 degrees
have been used, but the magnitude of the error made is unknown
at present.
TW2: For cases where heat transfer is allowed (IBC = 1), the wall-
temperature distribution must be specified. The only distribution
allowed in the present program consists of two constant values
connected by a cosine variation:
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The second level TW2 can be greater or less than one.
B: This is a Reynolds number based on reservoir conditions and the
throat radius. It can be expressed in the alternate forms:
(A-l)














4. 97 x 104 ft-lbf/slug-'R
8. 32 x 103 m2/sec2-°K
-I
''' 1 poise = 1 gm/cm-sec = 10 kg/m-sec
If the value of Q> is less than about 600, it is probable that no solution
with a supersonic core will be found. There is also an upper limit
beyond which accuracy is lost, but its value is unknown at present. Runs
have been made with £> as large as 3000, and it is probable that values
at least to 10, 000 can be used. The loss in accuracy occurs for two
reasons: first, as the boundary layer thins, it is described by fewer of
the 101 equally spaced radial grid points. Secondly, the slip velocity at
the wall decreases, and the integrals which are inversely proportional to
this velocity are not calculated accurately by Simpson's rule over the
equally spaced grid.
Actually, for values of & greater than 10, 000, a more conven-
tional thin-boundary-layer program with no slip at the walls may be a
preferable calculational method.
XIPG: It is recommended that XIPG be greater than XMAX , so that
mass conservation is enforced up to the saddle point.
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ATEST: Present experience suggests that three significant figures are
-4 -3
adequate; this means ATEST = 10 for V < 1. 3 , 10 for V ^. 1.4,
-4
and perhaps 3 x 1 0 for 1. 3 ^ V ^ 1. 4. If the mass flow is known
exactly, in advance of the run, set ATEST = 1. 0, and AO = Al .
AO , Al: If the discharge coefficient is known, Eq. (3-27) can be used to
make these initial guesses. If it is not, it is usually safe to assume
Cj, = 0. 5 for a lower bound. The upper bound can be taken as C~ = 1 . 0
for an adiabatic wall or a heated wall (TW2 > 1) and should be set at
Cj, = 1 . 2 for a cooled wall (TW2 < 1). The corresponding values of
f\ can be quickly estimated from the table following Eq. (3-27). If the
mass flow is known exactly, set AO = Al , and ATEST = 1 . 0 . Then
the program will proceed immediately to the final solution, with no itera-
tion on ft
XCUT: An input is required here if the mass'flow is known in advance,
i. e. , if AO = Al J set XCUT = 0 unless some previous runs have shown
that it would be preferable to start the extrapolation through the saddle
point at some other location.
XPRINT: Subtract . 001 from the desired print interval -- i. e. , if profile
output is desired at intervals of 0. 5 in ^x . read this number in as
0. 499.
DELX: The value 0. 1 has been found acceptable. It is not known how
much larger this can be without loss of accuracy; smaller values can be
used at the expense of longer calculation times.
XO: A value of -5 is recommended, although smaller values can perhaps
be used for B < 103.
XI , X2: If the throat is very sharp (i. e. , if Rl </ 1), the transition from
entrance to exit cones occurs over an axial distance equal to approxi-
mately one throat radius. In such cases, it is well to set XI and X2
equal to about -. 5 and +. 5, in order to follow some of the rapid changes
that occur in this region. If Rl is greater than about 1. 0, set XI > X2 ,
and the small step-size region is omitted.
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XMAX: This choice is dictated by the desired exit-area ratio. The present
program has been run successfully at exit-area ratios up to 150. In
some cases, an oscillation in ^'/JLy. may occur at X > 10. Even
when this does occur, however, the integrated quantities (such as the
thrust coefficient) appear to be relatively unaffected.
ALPHU , ALPHT: Set these equal to one for perfect accommodation.
XTW1 , XTW2: These are the stations that enclose the cosine variation in
wall-to-stagnation temperature ratio. XTW1 must be greater than XO
(preferably no less than XO+1 , so that the initial profiles have time to
stabilize). XTW2 can be either greater or less than zero. No compu-
tational difficulties were encountered when the difference XTW2 -XTW1
was made as small as 1. 0, with a temperature change A 6^ - 0. 5 in
that distance.
The output begins with a printing of all the input values. Following
this, the iterations on /? begin. For each value of /4 , for each X »
and for each of the iterations on ^-°/^y. • a large number of quantities
are printed. These quantities serve a dual purpose: some of the informa-
tion they contain (such as the displacement-thickness variation) is often
... desired at more stations than those at which the profiles are printed, and,
in addition, this output is useful as a diagnostic when the case fails to run
to completion. Many users may wish to omit this output when making
routine runs. A definition of all the program variables is given in Appendix
F. This output is continued for each of the iterations on f\ , until A
has been determined to the prescribed accuracy, ATEST . The final solu-
tion is then calculated; on this pass, the output is augmented by a listing of
the profiles at intervals of XPRINT .
Some excerpts from the output of a sample case are given in Table 2.
The first two pages of the output are shown, giving the input data, and the
iterations used on the first two steps with the first /( -value. Next is
shown the page at which this first /\ -pass was terminated. The second
A -value, 0. 095, was found to have too little mass flow, and the page of
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output showing this determination is shown. The subsequent values of
used were





The last of these values is the one used for the final solution. Its first out-
put page is shown, giving the initial profiles. The next page shown is that
giving the iterations at X = -. 10 . The indicator IPG is set equal to 2,
beginning with X. = ,0 , since XCUT had been set equal to -. 10 on the
ft -pass with A = 0. 1090625. The next page shown is that beginning with
X" = 1. 0 . The saddle point is crossed between X = 1. 0 and 1. 1 , and
six iterations are required to converge to the solution at X = !• 2 . Finally,
the profiles at X = 2 are shown.
The quantities appearing in the columns of profile output are V^ ,
if , ® , V/ , V , J> , ^ , I^J , and the five terms that enter the




The last four terms should add up to a number equal to the first; these
quantities are useful for studying the relative contributions that these dif-
ferent effects make along the various streamtubes.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE GLOBAL CONSERVATION RELATIONS
Continuity:
Equation (3-15) is divided by P , and the result is integrated




The middle term is then expanded, noting that P =







J 22Jd_ ^yi then gives the result shown in Eq. (3-25).
In deriving this integral, it is simpler to replace P/Q by
Integrating the momentum equation from zero to one gives:
f -n ,r^ ± W ^^n. D \ tf ±— •*• — —j
 I ^ ^, ^ (B-3)
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The left side of this expression can be recast, as follows: note that
3x
o




i / ( .
4 *Z f






The last term here is zero, with or without slip at the wall. Using this
result in Eq. (B-3) gives
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f i cr ' r'—^ D^y? A •=.
(B-6)





As before, the continuity equation is then used to rewrite the last term,
and an integration by parts is applied to the result. This leads to
I
= \ 2^*1 — ^ + f' —< ax J (B-8)
Thus the energy equation, integrated from zero to one, can be written as:
or1 / 2.^\J C
-z- DCCQ v? <*v? +






In order to obtain an expression for the total enthalpy flux, multiply the
momentum equation by £/and integrate from zero to one:
(B-10)
ucjt 4 - - J — t ' Z L & r
<** o
Note that
Again, the last term here is expanded, rewritten with the aid of the con
tinuity equation, and the result is integrated by parts. This gives
/ I
^
If this is now used in Eq. (B-10) above (multiplied by 2) and the result is
added to Eq. (B-9), the result is Eq. (3-31).
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APPENDIX C
MATRIX - COEFFICIENT EXPRESSIONS
The matrix coefficients appearing in Eq. (4-6) are:
L >T.K W<
a





LL . ! *) . J










SERIES EXPANSION OF THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
If the series expansions of [£ > (5 • P • an<^ U/ are sub-
stituted into the partial differential equations of motion, and coefficients of








For the energy equation, only the leading term has been worked out:
4- 2> i (D-2)




As noted in Section 5, the coefficients ~TT, are found by enforcing the
global conservation of mass.
Results for the first few terms are given in Section 5; the remain
ing terms that have been worked out are
, M ) - fctf 5^ ** (,-?) - f (,-,«) , M<) - ^n') -
,-^) \
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_________ Ji£At iiAYIJJ . ... . ____________ ......... _ .._.. . 474
C C P P L K A . A B U L P 1 , A60LP2, ABtPGl , A E O P G 2 , A E F F t A L P H T , A L P H U , AMACH , . 475
*AK.ACM2, A M K 2 f A M M 2 A , A M M 2 A V , «Kf 2H f AMf 2C, AMM2 MN , A M M 2 1 , AKS Ci AM2L ST , 476
* A R C H , A T E S I , A O , A1 .A11 , A 1 2 , A 2 1 , A 2 2 " 477
COPCK b, B O T I L M , B R B , BRl , BR1 I, BK12 f Bftie, OR2 I , B R 2 2 , B 1 1 , 0 12,621, B 22 478
t e t f - b O T . C C N O l , C f > K U ,LU ,C1^ ,Li!l ,(.22 479
J , L ; t L f c T A , L f c L X , I J t L X S f U t N C f . , U > - B K U X , U L . P l 1 p L P ? f U L S T R , D P U X , D P G 1 , 480
* C P t ^ , i ; ' P L A S I , U P N f l . D P N U P . U f K u i N A . L P N U P B f D T D N t ' C U O N . D u U N S l J t b v U N t O l f O i t 4 8 1
* C 2 I t N i t U 2 U U N ^ , U A Y 482
C C ^ ' ^ C ^ tMl , t M l ^ , b M 2 l , fcH2i ,CIIB02, f c l l f ' A * 483
C O H K U N t - A C T , F M , F N 2 484
G A M M A , G A M M A P , o tNk l ,G 1 ,G 1 C , G 1 1 , G 1 2 , Gl 3 ,G 1 4 ,G 1 b , G 16 ,ol 7 , G 1 B , 485
f G20 .G21 , G 3 , o < t , G 4 B G K l , G 5 , G 6 , G 7 , G b , G 9 486
H U t L X . H h L U X . H I R 4 8 7
I B G , IbT A P R , I G J T A , 1PG, tS« , M £ K , I T t K A ,1 X, I X S T A K , 1 X T M h 488
C O f C N K ( K I ,KP1 , K X i K X O i K X 1 4 8 9
CO'CCK Lt , M C R E , N P K O , N K L N ...... _ 490
C C J ' f C N U H M t > H f U M t O A , 0 1 , U 2 t t 3 t C 4 , C 5 491
C L M f C N P , P A R T I , P A R T 2 , P U / > . P C , E G N P I f P C R T , f G i . P G 2 , P h M , P I 3 , P N i : > . , P N l , . 492
» P N 2 , P k , P S G « 2 f P S I t P X T R A P 4 9 3
C L P P G H K A O D t G . R I P b ^ ,RT Z B / 7 . K T 2 G M ,K1 , K l b l 1 , R 1 S T 2 ,K 12 4S5
C O K K Q N S A M £ , S A i , i C l t i G U X , S H t R l . S l G t J A R , S l G U P i S I G » ' A » , S k i 2 , S K 3 , S w ' . 496
C L M K C N T A N B A K . T A N T H P . T A O , 1 CF , T C F T OP , F h t f lEF , I HE T A P , IHE TAr t , THE T A 1 , 4 S7
*!_H_tlA2.., T.CMh i TUP 1 1 T E R M , I »2 498
C O K M L N U t F . U C F T U P . U T t R M . U i t T A T , V 499
C C C f C N X, X G L I , X H W , X l P G , X M A X , X F L A S T , XP t- 1 N T , XT W 1 , X T w 2 , XO, X I , X2 500
C U P K O N Y l , Y 2 , Y 3 i Y < i , Y 5 , Y 6 , l f 7 f V 8 . Y 9 5 0 1
CLNHGr« / l , / 1 0 , 2 l l , Z l 2 , Z 1 3 , Z l i , Z 1 6 , Z 2 , / ! ^ 3 , Z 3 1 , Z 3 2 , Z 3 3 , Z 3 ' , , Z 3 5 , Z ' . l , 502
*Z42 ,Z '«3 ,Z5 ,27 , /8 5C3
tUMMCJN. f c lAl LPiJj tUl l O U f f c U U C l )
 f b 2 l { l 0 ^ l ) j f c 2 2 ( 1C1 J j F l U O l ) , 504
* F 2 C 1011 , S 3 l l O U , i 4 C 1 0 1 ) , w ( 101) 505
C C * > f < C N T ( 101 ,2) ,U( 1C1.2 ) 5C6
D l f t N S I U N A R C H ! IOH .PoROt 1G1 ) , C O N U ( 1C1) , S H b R J 10 1) , G E N K ( 1 0 1 ) 507
E C L l V A L b N C t ( A K C H , b 2 l ) , ( P G R D , E 2 2 ) , ( C O N D , F 1 ) , ( S H E R . H 2 ) , ( G b N R , S 4 ) 5 C 8
4FJ Y . b T . R l S T U GU TO 1 509
S l t ^ A W = Y * Z l . » Z l C 510
I H £ T A P = T H E T A 1 511
GC 1C 3 . 512
1 J F ( Y . G E . H 1 S T 2 ) GU TO 2 513
C= S C K T ( R 1 2 - Y » * 2 > 514
S1GMA>.= Z11-C 515
I f c E T A P = A T A N ( Y / C ) 5 1 6
GO TO 3 517
2 S 1 G M A * = Y * Z 2 + Z 1 2 518
TH£1 A P = T H E T A 2 519
3 TAMHP= T A N ( T H t T A P ) 520









REJL CAYI31 ______ . ___ ___________
COMMON A.AbULPl, ABULP2 , ABCPGl .AEUPG2, AEFF ,ALPHT , AlPFU t AMACH,
«AMflCH2, AMH2.AHM2A.AMM2AV. AMM2B.AMM2C.AMM2MN ,AMM2 I , A ESC. AH2L ST ,
» A R C H I , A T E S T , A O , A l , A U , A l 2 ,A2 l ,A22
COMMON J .dOTTOMfdf tb jBKl ,BRll iBRl2 ,BR2 jBR21 , aR22 jJU I ,JH2, B21, b22_
CCMMCN C,CF6GT.CONUI,CPKU,Cl i ,C 12.C2UC22 . - . - -
C C M K C N UiUt lETA.UELX.L l fcLXS.DENCM.CFt iRCX.DLPl , OLP2, DLSTR , OPDX ,DPG 1 ,
*DPG2, GPLAST.DPNMl ,L)PNUM tDFNUHA tOPhLf B tUTCN ,CUCN tUUUNSC tDVUN , 01 ,02,
t M l l t f c M 1 2 , t M 2 1
FACTt fN l tHN2 .
CQKMLN GAMMA, GAKMAP, liENk I ,C l ,G10,Cl l iC12,GM,^ l ' . ,315,o l6 ,Gl / ,G18,
G»dGMI
 t G5 ,ii6 , G/^CU ,G9 .
C C J ' M C N
C C f f C N
COMMON
C C W M C N




I EC, I.ETAt'K, 1 GOT A. , IPG , ISW , I T£K , I T E R A , I X, I XST A» , I XT H*
K,KI ,KP1 , K X , K X O , K X 1
LC,rtURb,NPi<U,NRUN . _____
OHMHH,CMF.GA,01,02iC3tO<.,US
P.iPAKJLifAKJ.2 LPUAi.P<i.f *?GNP_ljP_GK.I L.P.G1 t PGJ.r.frt,, PI 3, PNE«, PN 1 ,




l ,»USU , H l S T
Sht«l f SI C-6AH , S IOOP ,S IGMAV. , Sw2 ,





UCF,UCFTt) l J f lJ I fcKM,U2t IAT f V
A l X G U r t X H N f X I P v ; l X M / I X t l P L A S T , X H F I I N T r X I r t l , , x r w 2 f X O f X l f X < d
Y i , Y 2 i Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 , Y6t » 1 , * f: , V9
tIALlO.LlttllU01)t±UUcn,t<.U.lC.lL.fc^-LL£UfF.moi) , .
101) ,S3( 1011 ,i4( 101 ) ,W (101)
CCfPCN f« 101,2) ,01 101,2) .
DIMENSION AttCHi 101 ) , P G K O ( 10 U.CUNCI IC1) , SHtKl 10 1 ) ,GtNR 1 1 Oil
hCUlVAL tNCfc ( ARCH.E21) , ( P C R U t £ 2 2 ) , <CCNU,FU , ( S H E R , F 2 ) , ( G E N R , S 4 )
t l fbNSICN HTKSFK(6 ,2 )
IIA.IA hT«SFR/48HHEAI T k A N S f t K IS ALLCNtOAO I A 6A T I C-wALL CASt /








=1 , H E A T T R A N S F E R IS A L L C w E C ; =2, AD 1 A B A T IC-hALL C A S E
ANUTHtK RUN CO FCLLlih IF NUNZEKO
PRLiFILtS ARE NCT F(< lNTEt IF NONZERC
PRINT PROFILES AT E T A ( l ) , E T/U l + I fc f APR ) , fcT A ( 1+2* 1 ET APR ) , tTC.
R t A C ( 5 , 1 0 U R l .THETAl , ThbIA2,TV.2, GAMMA,
* UMEuA.PR, B ,> IPG,ATEST,
* A0_, A l .XCUT , XPR1NI ,OfcL>,






















































Rl — LONGITUDINAL RADIUS CF CURVATURE UF THE T hKUAT EXPRESSED IN LM1IS
. UJL. iat_JRAN5VtRSe THROAT RADIUS ..
THEIA1— HALF-ANGLE UF Thf CCNVERGEM CONE (NEGATIVE)
IH£IA2— HAi_£-_AJUiLt OF Jtit. UIVEHGJM. C_LlvE._
T*2 — «ALL-Tu-STAGNATICN TEMPERATURE RAIIC DOhNSTREAM UF X T W 2
CAKI'Ji — SPtCIF.lC.THtAT KATU3
CMtGA — TtMPERATURE EXPCNEM IN V I S L C S I T Y LAW
PRA.MUT.L .NUMBJP.R
REStRVCIR REYNCLCS NUMBER
IF X O . L E . X I P G , IPG=4 AND UP/L'X BETWEEN XO ANC XIPG IS
FOUND dY CUNSERVING MASS
IF X .GT .X IPG, 1PG=1 AND C F / C X IS FOUNL BY USING THE S T R E A M T U B t
ALGURITHM
D O W N S T R E A M OF THE SADDLE PUINT THt STRtArt lUt tE A L G O R I T H M I S . A L h / Y S
USED —^IPG=3 IN T H A T C A S E
IFITHEIAI.GT.0.0) THETA l= -ThETA l
A T E S T — TOLERANCE ALLOwEC FOR A
1N1IIAL LUrttR BOtNC CF A
INITIAL UPPER BOLNC OF A
SwU.CH. PjJINT FCR STRAICh_L IINE _E.XTRAPyjLAIJON THROUGH THE
SADDLE POINT ( L S £ D CNLY FCR RUNS INHERE A O = A l l
PKUFILES PRINTED IN I N T E R V A L S OF XPRINT
INITIAL UELTA X
INITIAL X V A L U E ( N E G A T I V E )
CUT STEP SIZE tY 1C ohEN X.liE.Xl
KCSTORC ORIGINAL STEP SIZE »FEN; X.CE.X2
IF X l .GE.X2, THE IN IT IAL S T E P SIZE 1S AL .AYS ,U$LU
CALCULAT ICN S T O P S FOR X . G E . X M A X
ALFHt — V E L O C I T Y ALCCKfOCAT ION COEFF IC IENT
ALPFT — T E M P E R A T U R E A C C O f M U Q A T I C N CLEFFICItNT
I f- X . L T . X T » l , THtTAh=l
THtTAr t FULLUWi A COSINE BtHAvTuK" BETfcE tN~XTHl AND XT»2
CALL O A I E 3 < D A Y )
C A T E 2 IS A KUUTINL WHICH hETLRNS THE CAY, fCNTH AND YEAR























































CMEGA, PR, B ,X1PC, AT tST ,
A O i A l . X C U T i X P R l N T . L J E L X i
X O , X 1 , X 2 , X M A A , ALPHU,
t X T « 2







FORMAT! 1H1I3A4//1X,'NRUN=I ,Ab ,4X,'
',12,4X,"IETAPR=• ,1 III\
JLc.Rt = *
* / l l X , « O K E G A ' , l 7 X , t P R > , l B X , ' U ' , l « X , 1 X I P G t , l 5 X , ' A T E S T '
» /13X, 'AO« .IbX.'Al ' , 1 7 X . ' X C U T » .15X^ 'XPBINT«t l ^X^ 'DELX '
* / l3X, 'XO»,18X, 'X1 ' ,18X, 'X i ' , I 7 X , ' * M A * « , 1 5 X t ' A L P H C '
'L
2C2 FCRKAU 1P5E20.6)
203 FCf i rA I ( / / lX j6A4/ / ) _ _
204 FCRM1C THE OUTPUT FORMAT CF TFE P I T E R A T ION PRINTOUT FOLLOWS1 / /
*SJL.'*'. ^X. 'DPOX1 ,11X.' PGNP1' .1 IX. 'PX T R A P 1 . 1IX , ' PNEw ' . IPX,
*
i U ( l , K P l ) 1 , d X , i T ( ItKP1 ) •/
*23X,'ARCH1' lUXi VSHtftI ' iHX.VCpND.V.UXj.'GENRl1 , I Ut • O..PNUM •,
.UX. 'S l&BAR •, 1QX, •SICMAh" t l C X , 1 TANb AR • , 1QX , • TAN IHP • ,
r
*21X, »U( 10I.KP1)' .6X. «TL lO^KPl) "iSXj1 AEFF1 ,11 X, 'CLSIR1 ,13X ,' <H//__



















































8 1 />.!.. CAX13J .. __________ _____
C C f f C N A, ABULPl, A t JCLP2 f AbCPCl .ABDPG2 , AEFF , ALPHT , ALPhU , AMACH,
*dMALi l i ,AMM2,AMMiA tAMM^AV,A^Ha8,Af» '2CtAHW^NN,AMM21tA»'SCf AM3LST i
* A I < C M , A T t S T , A O , A l , A i l , A 1 2 , A 2 1 , A 2 2
CO-HJKCN b.duriGMiftPB.Ortl ,BH1 UBR Ut@R2i bB21f 6R22 t 61 1 »B Utbl21.,B 22
COMMON t.,tF80T,CUNUI ,C PKU ,C U ,C 12 tC2 1 ,C22
»DPG2,DPLAST,UPN«1 ,OPNUP ,LJFNU»«A .UPNUH8 ,DT CN ,CUCN .GUONSC, OVUN, 0 1 , 02,
|U2UCN2|CAY
EMU ,EMU,fcM21, t M 2 2 t h T T E U 2 , t l l fAX
CUMMON FACTtFNl , fN2
GAMMA,bAMMAP,atUKl , G 1, G 10, G11,G12,G 13, Gi<Mlil5,G 16, G17.G1 8,
HDELX,HFLUX,HTK
CLCf.GN ItC, 1ETAHK, JCOTA , IPG, J SM. I TtR , 1 TEK A , I X, I xSTAR t lX l>M
K.KI ,KPL , K X , K X J , K X 1
LL ,MUR£tNPR(j,NKUfS
Ch.MPh,GMtCA,01 lU2,CJ,i:'i,C5
PjPA_KH ,.P AHT i, PU A , f G , f GNPJj PGR I , PG 1 ,PG2 , P»-« i P Mt PNbw , PN I ,
»PN2,PK,P&l»i2tPSI .PXTHAP
7 ,K T2GM , HI , HIST I ,RIST 2,
SHEHl,iIG8AK ,SIGCP,SIGfAh,
T A N B * K , r A N T H P , T A U , ICF .TCFTCP ,T (-COEF, THE! AP, THET Art , Ihh T A I ,
UCF,UCFTOP,uTERM,U2ETAT,V
COMMON Y.lt Y 2 t Y 3 , Y<t, Y5 , Yb, > / ,Yb , Y9
cc^^?c^ .z
-tI4tl01J»Elll 101J»£l^lU.).ifc<a.MC_U.1£2<;i liiU jFl ( l O l ' l i.
I CD ,S3I lul ) ,S<»( 101 I ,M I 10 i)
C O M M O N T( 101,2) , U ( 1 01 ,t)
UlftNSIGN ARGHI101) ,PGKU( 101),CU.NU( 1 C 1 j , SH£R( 10 1) ,GEMK( lull
ECtl VALtNCE ( A R C H , f c 2 1 ) , 1PGHO, E22) , { CONO , Fl ) , I SHER, F2 ) f (GENR, S
INCI 1AL1ZATION CF CUNSTANIb.
. if .lXTtLL^.Ct^XUiJi.t..Gil_TO I . _ ... __ ___ _______


























































1M ABSIAQ-Al ) .LE.AT£Sr i I
RT2GH = SCKT12.0 / Z 7 )
R 1ST 1=R I* SIN( 1Mb TAD
JJlSIi = Kl* S I N ( T H £ T A 2 )
i!C=1.0 *Rl*l l .O -Zi>)
/1 1=1.0 *kl ____ ____ _____ __


















































________ R£AL UA.YJ3.J.. . ______ _______ __________ .. . 730
CCNCL.N A, AbU.Pl, A8U.P2, ABUPG 1 , AB0PG2 , AtFF ,ALPHT , ALPHU .AMACH , 731
*AMA£^2,AMK2,AMM2A, AMM2AV,/M.f12e•AM^^_Cl AWM2MN.AMMJl,AMSQiAM2lST, 732
**»HCHiI . A f E S T ,AO,A1,AH,A12 .A21.A22 . 733
OCJtJiCN 6, aOIICMtaKa<BKl,ar t l l tER12tBH2iaR21«BR.22,bH,B12fB2l .B22 734
CQKNQN C . C F B O T , CONDI, CPKU,CU,C12 ,C21 ,C22 735
CCtUlLN UfUtLE.TA,UetA.DtLXii£LE!SC>'i_CFeB£JUlii£ijOLP2fDtSTRfpeOXjUPGl, 736
*OPC2,UPLAST ,OPNMl ,OPNUM, OPNUNA , OPNOMB , UTDN, DUUN ,UUONSu t OVUN ,0 I tU2. 737
*02IUN2,U<:UL>N2tUAY 733
CCPfON ENl l , tMl2,EM21,EM2<t t ITBU2,El lNAX 739
F A C T |FNiffN2 MO
GAMMAiGAMMAPfokNKI ,OltGlC,CU,G12,G13,Gl' i ,Gl '3,Cl6,G17,Gla, 741
. i < i 2 0 l g 2 1 , G 3 f G < . , l j 4 ! J G M l f GS.G6, G7,Ca.tG<5_ _ _. .......... 7«
C C f C C N riL)ELX,H^LUX,HTR 7<»3
_lBCj ItlAPR , IbUTA
 tl Fli 1 1 Sk»,I IEK, I l tKA f IX, I_XS I AR , I XTH« 744
K,KI ,KPl ,K.X,KXO ,K.X 1 743
..ULtWQBi^ D»P.B.!.»NRUN . . _. ______ ........ •. 746
CCMI-ON UHMPH, OMEGA, Olf J 2 t C 3 . C 4 t C S 747
.i;Laff;N P^PMJiiPART2,POA, PG,PGNPlt.PGhIjPG.l,P£^jJ'±l««jPI ^LPNEwiPNl! 748
*PN2,PR.PSCiW2,PSI .PXIKAP 749
^ , g g i i , w g i 2 , w g ^ i , Q < . 2 2 , t u , i ; i ^ , ( . 2 i , c 2 2 750
K A J U f c G , K T P 8 2 , R T Z a ^ 7 , P T 2 G M , R l , R l S T l , R l S T i , R l 2 751
SAME ,SAl , St.l.f SGUX-, SHEHI , S J G U A K ,SIGOF , S IGt'At. iSw? ,S«3,S«4 752
COMMON I A N B A K . T A M T H P . T A U , ICF . TCFTOP , T HCOEF t THETAP , THE TA* , Tri£ T A 1 , 753
• IHETA2.TCH- . I G P , T T £ K M . T > « 2 _ _ __ .. _ _ 754
COMMON UCF,UCFTOP,UTERM,U2E IAI f V 755
CLKfGN X.XCLTjXHti iXJPl i t X M 4 X . K P L A S 1 i X P R J M T f X T w l t X T r t 2 | X O f X I .X2 . . . 756
CCNPCN Y1 .Y2 , Y3, Y 4 , Y b , Y6, V 7 , » 8 , ¥ 9 757
CGMMCN lL,il(JtUltil2,l'l3 ,lli,ilt ,i2, Z 2 3 . Z 3 1 , 43i «^ 33 t^S^ , i3bf Z41, 758
*Z42 ,Z43 ,Z ' j ,Z7 ,^8 759
_£OMtt0^.iLAU.UU.itl.U_l«l.lj:E12.iJB U tE -^LUJli UliiiUJLii hLUQALt. _ . 7bO
*F2 I 101), S3( 1U1I ,S4( 101) ,«( ICl) 761
.COMMON T( 101 ,2)..,U(1.01,2 ) 762
DIMENSION AKCril 101I.PGKOI 101) ,CGNC( ICl ) , SHEKdOl) .oENKI 101) 763
EQUIVALENCE ( ARCH, E21 ), (P GRC, E22 ) , ( CONO ,F 1 ) , ( SHEH,h2> ><GENR,S4) 764
C A L C U L A f l C N OF S T A R T I N G C C N C I T I C N S . 765
A^C.^5. * ( A O * A 1 ) . .„ __________ _„ __ _ ____ _ 766
DilX^DcLXS 767
Zlt = 4 .0_ *A ........ . ... . ..... .... .. . ... ..... „. 768
i4 l=Z34*CELX 769
LAi.L CECJ-IXfll ... _ _ _ 770
Swi=SIGMArt««2 771
._... ___________________ .. _ _______ 772
773
X=*C _ 774
C THE STATION AT WHICH U AND T ARE CALCLLATEO Ib KM (=2) 775










01) 1 L=lt l01
t T A ( L ) = FLUATU-i 1/100. C
S=fcIA(L)**2
KLii J = (S«4+Ul *(S*I2.0 -Sl-l.C ))/Sh<t
L<L t.i)=Q2+Zlo*I 1.0 -S
kit) =C
G F N K ( L ) =0
CCNDl L)=^
S » - t f < < L ) = 0
HFLl,X=A
HTP=C




























IK IGCTA.Nt .O.AND.NPKO.tQ.CI CALL O L T P L T
S<>( 1)=U























SLiOKCUl INE OUTPUT 822
. .. &t/!L CAYm.. ._ 823
CGPWUN A.ABULP1,ABOLP2, AHtPG 1, AeUPG.2, AfcFF , ALPHT , ALPHU, AMACH, 824
•AMA£hitAMM2.AM(12AiA*M2AV..AMK20> AMH2C ,*MM«J/*N ,AHW2l t A fS t , AM2LST , 825
* A K C M , A T E S T , A O , A l , A l l , A 1 2 . A i l , A 2 2 826
LUKMLN d.dUTTLfiaPBi8Rl,BHl,ERi2,eH2,BR2l,eK22,eil fal2,b2l,B22 627
CCPMON C.CF eUT,CONUl,CPKU,C U,C12,C2l,C22 828
_ -. tfJ'PCN BtCELfclAjilLX, ue tXSf CENOM.CFeKCXjULPl .OLPi fULSlRf jJPOX.yPGl , 1:29
«OPG2,UPLAST,JPNMl,DPNUfSUPNU*A,()P^PB,UTUN,CUUN,Cui;NSQ,OVUN,Oi,02, 830
«C2TCN2,U2ULlN2,DAY 831
EHU ,EMl2, fcf<Jl ,EC2i : , tTTEU< ! ,£ l l l 'AX 632
t-ACT,FNl,FN2 833
CCNMUN GAMMA, CiA^HAPtbENKI .(iUGIC, Cll , 0 12 , G 13 ,G 14,G I 5 ,<i 16,01 7,G 18, 83<i
aiS,o2,u2L:,o2l ,U3 ,G^,GA6GI»l ,Gb,G6,Cr , Gb i G9 83b
CCKMUN HutL X,HI-LuX,H TK 836
1BC, t t T A P R , 1 G U T A , I P G , 1SW, lltrt, I TtKA,I X , I X b T A R , I X T H w 837
K,KI ,KHl , K X , K X U , K X l 838
CCflf.Cfv LC.flUKi.NPKO.NKUN 839
CUf'KCN GhHPH, OMEGA, 01 ,0^ ,C J ,04, C!) 840
tUMMUN P,PAKTUPAkI2 ,PDA, FG , KiNpl.,PliRT ,P_G1 .»P52jPHti.pJ3t.PNEHi PNl, 841
«PN2,PK,PSGH2,HS1,PXTKAP 842
CLHfGN a,igil,wi.l2l(,li^l t < ;C22 tC l l f C l< i t k21 t ( i22 643
CUMCUN r(AUOEl, ,KTPb2,HT28Z7 fKl2GM.Kl ,HlSTl ,KlST2, i< l2 844
COKMQN S A M E ,SA1, id. SGUX, ShfcK 1 ,S1G8AK ,S IGUP,SIGMA*,S*2 ,SW3, SH<» 64S
Cn^•^'C^ T A N t J A H . T A N T H P . T A U , T C f t T C F T C P , T W . Q E F ,THfcT AP, T h f T A W , THt TA 1, 846
*TM:TA2,TCMF , Tl)Pf JJfJiM t T h2 . 847
CCf fGN OCF,uCf :Tu>',UTtKM,U2tI AT, V 848
CCMPUM A f X C L T f X M M i X l P < i i X M / X , X P L A S T , X P « I N T , X T w l f X T w 2 » X O , X l , X 2 849
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Used to select the iteration
that most nearly matches
PNEW and PXTRAP
Absolute value of the dif-
ference between the right-
hand side of Eq. (3-34) and
the value of d-9/di^. used
to find it. Subscripts 1 and
2 refer to two iterations:
the prior one that was saved,
and the one just completed.








Minimum value of AMM2
See Eq. (4-35)
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Lower bound for A





expression for &•? /fa.





























































"Saved" value of A* ,
i. e. , the value used for
X0 ^ X < X, j X > Y.2.
See Eq. (3-29)
—
See Eq. '(6 -3)
—
Difference between right-
hand side of Eq. (3-34) and
the value of a^-f/^ used
to find it





See Eq. (4-29) for difference
formula
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A x / z
i





Used in finding jj **•£> ^"V .^1
hence AMM2
Matrix coefficients, Eq.
( 4 - 7 ) .
E l l (L ) is also used at
various times to store
£ZVi //O » a nd/pb- r f ^  Cfn.^M.
E12(L) stores l£z^/O >
and later V/t+j







( 4 - 7 )
—
'
Generation integral - Eq.
(4-28)
Generation integrand - Eq.
(4-28)
Intermediate quantities
















































Equals 1 or 0 depending




Used in switching from
IPG = 2 to 3
Counter for number of
iterations on <LP //jUs
Step-size indicator
Equals 1 or 2 depending
on whether solution is up-
stream or downstream of
first minimum in d-P/fo




Counts the number of
steps, regardless of step
size
Used to determine number
of steps with c*P/0(.X
decreasing and IXSTAR = 2
Line counter
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Trial value for ^/^X
 (




Initial trial for <*V^X




Values of PNEW used in
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Shear integral, Eq. (4-26)
































I p^ \^ tfl <*«• \( P^ Jo o )<
In subroutine START:
S4(L) = tZT-'l / Q
In the MAIN program,
through statement 10:






4Y._ r «j ^tf- 1
B (^-0 L 3n. J ^ = i
F
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-^ - orc-ftui ^°/^x
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Wall slope halfway across
the step




A dummy, used in sub-







 f- j- r1 tf^y «KUsed in findinc I *•
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through the saddle point
is started
—
Point where switch from
IPG = 4 to IPG = 1 is
made









Dummies used in calcula-
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Figure 8 MASS-FLOW VARIATION WITH EXIT-PLANE PRESSURE
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